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Dear Bud, 

I've sent the Davison stories to Paul, who is also workire,  on this. 
Cen you please have your girl duplicate teem for me? I'm almost out of copy 
Doper and now cernot purchase more of it and the copies were not clear enough 
for copying anyway. 

Spoke to Moo and 	an Alcock yesterday. Today Lou will hove a Pirl 
begin copying transcripts for me, those taey, neve. Tney do not have Shaneyfelt, 
Regis Kennedy. I'll let you -mow water. ones 1 nave and you can teen copy tuose 
you'd like. 

If you get McCall's and do not keep it, I'd like the Clerk article in 
the current issue on the 	King wiretapping. Fine indignation, Clarkia. One 
wonders only why he didn't t do anything when it was his obligation to, wuen he 
was Attorney General, when ne had jurisdiction over tae offender but lacked tae 
courage or integrity to exercise it. 

The Atlanta stories refer to one not included, I think one of a 
Sunday. Also, would you please heve your girl indicate tee paper on each, if 
the originals are identified? Thanks. 

Jim's oldest boy gets brain surgery today, from a cebebral aemorrhage 
following a fall. When the doctors got into Jim's spine they decided egainsta 
freezing operation, which would immobilize that pert, in favor of a caancey 
scraping and cleaning of that particular joint. If it does not succeed we'll 
require another operation, I guess. 

Moo says taey are ready for tae Shaw trial now (famous words), with 
witnesses who would not have testified in a conspiracy case ready to testify to 
seeing the right people together. He evaluates these are credible witnesses, 
believes trey will convince a jury. It is interesting to me taat Shaw's ettroneya 
did not capitalize on the good public-relations he enjoyed after the trial to insist 
upon en impediete ono is this case. He and Alcock both asked for you. 

Best, 


